Every good conversation begins with good listening. That’s why ABIM spent the last 20 months listening to feedback from physicians and others across the internal medicine community, and we’ll continue to listen. So many of you have been part of the conversation and ABIM is thankful to have your feedback. Keep it coming! Here are the facts and figures of who engaged and informed ABIM.

ABIM reached out to all diplomates (almost 200,000 physicians) for feedback twice and received...

- **29,480 SURVEY RESPONSES** From physicians

Held

- **26 FOCUS GROUPS** with **255 PARTICIPANTS**
  - Including over 50% from community practice in addition to people from rural practice, urban hospitalist-based practice, society meeting attendees and patients

Visited

- **13 CITIES in 10 STATES**
  - Birmingham, AL; Los Angeles, CA; San Diego, CA; Chicago, IL; Billings, MT; Bozeman, MT; Las Vegas, NV; Buffalo, NY; Charlotte, NC; Philadelphia, PA; Nashville, TN; Sheridan, WY and Washington, DC

- **2,595 REGISTERED MEMBERS**
  - In our new Community Insights Network

Fielded calls

- **466** and Responded to emails
  - **1,710** From physicians with feedback about the MOC program

Close to

- **40,000 PEOPLE** have given ABIM their thoughts and insights

We are LISTENING. Please keep ENGAGING with us. Your feedback is a major INFLUENCE on how we craft our program.
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